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Abstract: A simple event-based PID controller is presented. It is shown that it is possible to obtain large reductions in CPU utilization with only minor control performance degradation. Simulations on a double-tank process are presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The majority of the work and research in automatic control considers periodic or time-triggered control systems where continuous time signals are represented by their sampled values at equi-distant sampling intervals. The major reason for this is the existence of a well established system theory for sampled data systems and sampled control systems, e.g., Åström and Wittenmark (1997).

However, there are cases when it is motivated to also consider event-based control systems where the sampling is event-triggered rather than time-triggered. Other names for these control systems are aperiodic or asynchronous control systems. In an event-based system it is the occurrence of an event rather than the passing of time, that decides when a sample should be taken. The nature of the event could vary. Examples could be that a measurement signal crosses a certain limit, or the arrival of a data packet to a node on a computer network. A comparison between periodic and event-based sampling for first order stochastic systems is found in Åström and Bernhardsson (1999).

One example of time-varying sampling intervals is control of internal combustion engines that are sampled against engine speed. Another example is manufacturing system where the sampling can be related to production rate. The event-based nature of the sampling can also be intrinsic to the measurement method used, or to the physical nature of the process being controlled. Alternatively, the event-based sampling can be a built-in feature of an intelligent sensor device. Event-based sampling is natural when encoder sensors are used or when the actuators are of an on-off nature, e.g., in satellite control with thrusters, Dodds (1981), or in systems with pulse frequency modulation, e.g., Sira-Ramirez (1989). Event-based sampling is also used in the process industry when statistical process control (SPC) is used in closed loop. In order not to disturb the process, a new control action is only calculated when a statistically significant deviation has occurred.

Modern distributed control systems also impose system architectural constraints that make it difficult to stick to the time-triggered paradigm. This is specially the case when control loops are closed over computer networks or buses, e.g., field buses, local area networks, ATM networks, or even the Internet, e.g., Nilsson (1998).

Another reason why event-based control is interesting is that it closer in nature to the way a human behaves as a controller. The human motion control system is event- or pulse-based rather than time-triggered, Mead (1989). Also, when a human performs manual control his behaviour is event-based rather than time-triggered. It is not until the measurement signal has deviated sufficiently enough from the desired set point that a new control action is taken.

The final reason why event-based control is of interest is resource utilization. An embedded controller is typically implemented using an real-time operating
system that supports concurrent programming. The available CPU time is shared between the tasks in such a way that it appears as if each task is running independently. Occupying the CPU resource for performing control calculations when nothing significant has happened in the process is clearly an unnecessary waste of resources. The same argument also applies to communication resources. The available communication bandwidth in a distributed system is limited. To use this for sending data in a time-triggered fashion is clearly a waste of bandwidth.

What is then the reason why time-triggered control still dominates? A major reason is the difficulty involved with developing a system theory for event-based systems. Although much work was done in the 1960s and 1970s, the interest during recent years has been low. Another reason is the interface that has been established between the control community and the real-time computing community. The control community typically assumes that the real-time platforms used for implementing controllers are able to guarantee deterministic sampling intervals. In reality this is, however, not always true. The market push for using commercial off-the-shelf systems such as, e.g., Windows NT, also for real-time applications means that the determinism decreases. Modern hardware features such as caches and instruction pipelines also decrease the determinism, or worst-case performance, while drastically improving the average-time performance.

Similarly the real-time computing community assumes that all control loops are periodic, with fixed periods, and that they have hard deadlines. For these types of systems the rate monotonic scheduling theory and its extensions, Buttazzo (1997), have been derived. Using this theory it is in theory possible to formally decide whether a given task set will meet its computation deadlines are not. However, the weak point of the theory is the need to have a close upper bound on the worst case execution time (WCET). In practice this is very difficult to obtain. From the examples above it is clear that there are several control loops that are aperiodic. It is also easy to find examples of, e.g., heterogeneous or hybrid controllers, that switch among a set of control algorithms, each possibly with a different sampling interval. Several control loops have hard deadlines, e.g., controllers controlling open loop unstable processes. However, there are also a large number of examples where the deadlines are soft rather than hard. As long as the deadline is not missed too often, with too much, or under certain operating conditions, the controller can either be designed to be robust against this or to compensate for it.

In the Swedish research projects ARTES and DICOS-MOS the interaction between control, computing, and communication is studied from different perspectives. In this paper a heuristic event-based PID controller is presented. The aim of the controller is to obtain comparable control performance with a conventional PID controller, with drastically reduced CPU utilization.

Outline of the paper
The approach taken is discussed in Section 2. The standard PID control algorithm is presented in Section 3, and the modifications needed in the event-based case are shown in Section 4. The proposed controller has been evaluated both in simulations and in laboratory experiments. In Section 5, some real-time simulation results are presented where a double-tank process is used as a test case.

2. EVENT-BASED CONTROL
The reasons for sampling in an event-based controller may vary. Here, we will consider systems where the decision to calculate a new control signal is based on level crossings of different signals. The basic setup is shown in Figure 1. The controller consists of two parts, an event detection part that uses time-triggered sampling with a sampling interval, $h_{\text{nom}}$, that is the same as the sampling interval of the corresponding time-triggered PID controller. The output of the event detection part is a request to the PID controller algorithm that a new control signal should be calculated. Included with the request is the length of the most recent sampling interval, i.e., the time since a new control signal was calculated last. This information can be used by the control algorithm to compensate for the sampling interval variations.

![Fig. 1 Event-based PID structure](image)

The signals involved in the detection logic can be of different types. One possibility is to sample only when the measurement signal $y$ crosses a certain prespecified level. An alternative is to instead use relative measures, i.e., to sample when the change in the measurement signal crosses a certain limit. It is, however, not only changes in the measurement signal
that should cause sampling. Sampling should also be performed when the set point is changed. Therefore it is an advantage to use the error signal rather than the measurement signal as the basis for the event condition.

The event detection logic could in principle be arbitrarily complex. One could, e.g., consider using error derivatives to predict error changes and cause sampling before the error change actually has occurred. Another possibility would be to also use the control signal in the logic, and only allow longer sampling intervals if the control signal indicates that steady state has been reached. However, in order to gain anything compared with a time-triggered PID controller it is important to keep down the complexity. The event condition used in the simulations in Section 5 is the following:

\[ |e(t_k) - e(t_s)| > e_{lim} \text{ OR } h_{act} \geq h_{max} \]

A decision is made to calculate a new control signal if the absolute value of the difference between the current value of the error, \(e(t_k)\), and the value of the error when a control signal was calculated the last time, \(e(t_s)\), is greater than a limit, or when the time elapsed since the last sample, \(h_{act}\), exceeds the limit \(h_{lim}\). The last condition is a simple safety measure. The effect of the condition will be that the controller will execute at the nominal sampling time \(h_{nom}\) during transients, i.e., set point changes and load disturbances, and that the controller will execute at the maximal sampling interval during steady state conditions.

The event-based PID control structure can be viewed as a client-server architecture. A control may consist of a number of control loop clients that performs the high-frequency sampling. When one of them needs a new control signal calculation a request is sent to the PID server, that returns the newly calculated control signal.

The partition of a PID controller into two parts with different sampling intervals is nothing new. Similar structures are found in most commercial computer-based PID control system. Low-pass anti-aliasing filtering must be implemented on analog form. However, to avoid analog filters with varying filter parameters it is common to have a fixed analog filter combined with fixed fast sampling. A discrete filter is then used to perform the remaining low-pass filtering for the PID controllers that execute at a considerably slower frequency. The discrete filter parameters can easily be adjusted as the sampling interval of the PID controller is changed.

3. PID CONTROL

PID control is by far the dominating control structure in industrial practice. The textbook PID controller has the following basic structure, Åström and Hägglund (1995):

\[ U(s) = K(E(s) + \frac{1}{\tau_I}E(s) + T_DsE(s)) \]

in the frequency domain. To avoid problems with high frequency measurement noise in the derivative part a low-pass filter is added. It is also quite common with set-point weighting in the derivative part. The derivative part is therefore realized as

\[ U_D(s) = \frac{KT_Ds}{1 + sT_D/N}(\gamma Y_{sp}(s) - Y(s)) \]

In process control applications \(\gamma\) is often set to zero. The set point weighting terms can be interpreted as feedforward from the set point, thus giving the PID controller two dimensions of freedom.

3.1 Discretization

In order to implement a PID controller in a computer it has to be converted into digital form. A common way of doing this is to discretize the controller, i.e., to approximate the continuous time derivatives using, e.g., backward difference approximation, forward difference approximation, or Tustin approximation.

The proportional part \(U_P(s)\) is straightforward to discretize by replacing the continuous variables with their sampled versions. For the integral part and the derivative part there are several possibilities. A common choice is to use forward differences for the integral part. The reason for this choice is that it is possible to pre-calculate the integral part for time \(t_{k+1}\) already at time \(t_k\). This reduces the calculations that need to be done in between the sampling of the measurement signal \(y\) and the generation of the control signal \(u\), thus reducing the control delay. For the derivative term it is common to chose a backward difference approximation. This approximation of the derivative part is stable for all values of \(T_D\). The corresponding discrete parameters are also always positive, thus avoiding problems with ringing. Details about the discretization can be found in Åström and Hägglund (1995).

The total code for the PID controller is
(*) Pre-calculated coefficients *)
bi := K*h/Ti;
ad := Td/(Td + N*h);
bd := K*Td*N/(Td + N*h);

(* Calculate control signal *)
ysp := ADIn(ch1);
y := ADIn(ch2);
up := K*(beta*y - y);
ud := ad*ud - bd*(y - yold);
u := up + ui + ud;
DAOut(u,ch3);

(* Update states *)
ui := ui + bi*(y - y);
yold := y;

It is assumed that $\gamma = 0$. In order for the code to be complete, an anti-reset windup mechanism has to be added, e.g., based on tracking.

The controller coefficients $bi$, $ad$, and $bd$ are normally pre-calculated to minimize the computations needed to calculate the control signal. When a conventional PID controller is implemented the sampling period is assumed to be constant. In an event-based PID controller the sampling period will vary from sample to sample. However, this variation can be compensated for by adjusting the controller coefficients every sample. The price for this is increased computation time.

4. EVENT-BASED PID CONTROL

The code for the event-based PID controller has the following structure:

(*) Pre-calculated parameter *)
bi := K / Ti;

(* Event detection *)
ysp := ADIn(ch1);
y := ADIn(ch2);
e := ysp - y;

hact := hact + hnom;
IF (abs(e - es) > elim) OR (hact >= hmax) THEN
    es := e;
ad := Td/(Td + N*hact);

(* Calculate control signal *)
up := K*(beta*y - y);
ud := ad*ud - bd*(y - yold);
u := up + ui + ud;
DAOut(u,ch3);

(* Update states *)
ui := ui + bi*hact*(y - y);
yold := y;
hact := 0.0;
ENDDIF;

The code is executed at the nominal sampling frequency. The PID calculations are, however, only performed if the event condition is true. Compared with the time-triggered PID algorithms the proposed algorithm requires more calculations in the calculate output part of the code, mainly due to the fact that the PID coefficients are recalculated for every calculation. The algorithm also requires more state variables, e.g., es and hact, and two additional parameters, the error limit and the maximum sampling interval. The increase in complexity is, however, not drastic.

5. SIMULATIONS

The simulations have been performed on a double-tank process where the aim is to control the level of the upper or lower tank with the pump signal as the control signal, according to Fig 2. The simulations have been performed in real-time using the G2 programming environment, Moore et al. (1990).

In the first example we will control the level of the upper tank with a PI-controller. The parameters of the controller are $K = 4$ and $T_i = 20$. The nominal sampling interval is 1 second and the maximal sampling interval is 10 seconds. The process is simulated for 10 minutes. At time 0 (time $t = 0$) the set point is set to 2.0. At time 3 minutes the set point is changed to 5.0 and at time 5 minutes it is changed back to 2.0. An input load disturbance is introduced at time 8 minutes. The results of the simulation are shown in Fig. 3. The top plot shows the set point and the measured signal. The mid plot shows the control signal and the bottom plot shows how the actual sampling interval varies between the nominal value and the maximum value.

As a comparison the simulations with $h_{nom} = h_{max} = 1$, i.e., the corresponding time-triggered PID controller are shown in Fig. 4. The performance is comparable. For the case $h_{nom} = h_{max} = 10$, the system becomes unstable.
The necessity of compensating the PID coefficients for the varying sampling interval is shown in Figs. 5 and 6. In Fig. 5 the PID coefficients are kept constant as if the actual sampling period was equivalent to the nominal sampling period. In Fig. 6 we instead assume that the actual sampling period is equivalent to the maximum sampling period. A too high value of the sampling interval will have the same effect as if $T_I$ is too small and a too low value of the sampling interval will have the same effect as if $T_I$ is too large. The typical result of this is clearly seen in the figures.

With a time-triggered PID the control algorithm would be executed 600 times over a 10 minute simulation. In the event-triggered PID in the example the event detection logic is executed 600 times but the PID algorithm is only executed 103 times. One of the goals of the proposed approach is to reduce the processor utilization. An approximate analysis of this can be performed. The CPU utilization of a task $i$ is defined as $C_i / T_i$ where $C_i$ is the WCET of task $i$ and $T_i$ is the period of task $i$. If we call the WCET for the time-triggered PID for $CT_{PID}$ and assume that the WCET for the event detection part is equal to $CT_{PID}/4$ and that the WCET for the PID calculation in the event-triggered PID is equal to $CT_{PID}$, the following result can be derived. In the analysis the event-triggered PID is treated as two tasks: the event detection part with a period of 1 second and the PID calculation part with an average period of 6 seconds. This gives a utilization for the time-triggered PID of $CT_{PID}$ and an average utilization for the event-triggered PID of
$$C_{TPID}/4 + C_{TPID}/6 \approx 0.42C_{TPID}, \text{ i.e., a reduction in utilization of about 58\%. The upper and lower bound on the utilization are } 1.25C_{TPID} \text{ and } 0.35C_{TPID}.$$  

In Fig. 7 the results for PID control of the level of the lower tank are shown. Also here the approach works well.

![Fig. 7 PID control of the lower tank. $h_{\text{max}} = 6s$](image)

The simulations presented have been noise-free. If measurement noise is present, the choice of the error limit becomes more important. In order to gain anything with the proposed method it is important to filter the measurement noise properly and to set the error limit sufficiently large to avoid sampling due to noise. The PID extended with the event detection logic becomes a nonlinear system of hybrid nature. Several interesting phenomena have been observed during the simulations. One example is limit cycles in the actual sampling interval. These are, however, hardly noticeable in the process output.

The approach can be extended in several directions. One example is to also make the DA-conversion conditional, i.e., to only send out a new control signal if it differs significantly from the latest control signal. This becomes equivalent to a dead band on the control signal increment.

6. CONCLUSIONS

A simple event-based PID controller has been presented. It has been shown through simulations that it is possible to obtain large reductions in the CPU utilization with only minor control performance degradation. It has also been shown that it is important to take the varying sampling interval into account in the control algorithm. The proposed controller has also been tested on a laboratory tank process with good results.

A problem with event-based control is that it becomes harder to verify and guarantee worst-case performance using, e.g., available scheduling theory, and that it is difficult to analyze the control system. Hence, there is a strong need for both a system theory for event-based control and for new results in scheduling.
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